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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This business is a family business. The business run by five people who hold

positions as owner/cooks, admin/manager, cooks 2, packers and food deliverymen.

Karipap Frozen Zurainah is located at No.006 Kampung Dandulit, Rancangan Sungai

Manila, Batu 12, Sandakan, Sabah. This company began operations in June 2021.

This business concept is based on frozen food. Frozen food provided there is only one

type of curry puff but the curry puff has many other fillings, it is not only potatoes but

there are fillings such as chicken and meat. As we know, nowadays everyone is busy

with work and needs food that is easy to get and eat right away, so we prepare this

frozen curry because it is easy to cook and can be used in a long time.

The target market is workers, older people and mini market who are around the area.

From the observation, in the area there are very many people which makes the place

the most strategic place for us to conduct our business.

The food we provide is edible by everyone no matter from adults to children, and our

food is also guaranteed halal because we only use halal-based ingredients.

Nevertheless, our food and products can be eaten by everyone regardless of whether

they are Indians, Chinese, Malays and others.

Furthermore, we provide social sites such as Facebook and Instagram that make our

food and products easy to identify and convenient to be obtained.
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1.0 GO-ECOMMERCE REGISTRATION (PRINT SCREEN)
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2.0 INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS

Ths business name as Karipap Frozen Zurainah which supplies frozen curry puff to

the area around Batu 12, Sandakan Sabah. This business is located in the area of

                                                            

2.1 Organization Chart
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2.2 Mission and Vision

The mission and vision of this business is to find opportunities to move forward.

Next, is to further expand this business to a higher level. moreover, aiming to be a

business that can be practiced and grown both online and physically.

The objective of this business is to attract customers from the employees as well

as the elderly around the village and the Batu 12 Sandakan area. In this case, the

business focuses on communities that need fast food and that are convenient.

Therefore, Karipap Frozen Zurainah provides a snack, namely frozen curry.

Next, Karipap Frozen Zurainah also wants to meet the demand from the public to

prepare curry that is easy to obtain and cook. In addition, to seize the opportunities

available as best as possible to reap huge profits and further diversify the variety of

food in the future. Finally, to introduce and ship this product to nearby grocery stores

and mini markets to make it easier for customers to buy and get it. This makes it

possible for this business to become more thriving not only through online sales but

physically one day.

2.3 Description of Product

Karipap Frozen Zurainah provided there is only one type of curry puff but the

curry puff has many other fillings, it is not only potatoes but there are fillings such as

chicken and meat. Next, these curry puff only have one specific size that has been set.

Chicken and meat core curry puff has the same price while noodle curry puff, sardines

curry puff and potatoes curry puff has a lower price.

Karipap Frozen Zurainah provides services such as early booking for events such

as weddings and feasts. Apart from that, it also provides the service of supplying

frozen and ready-to-fry curry puff to mini markets, grocery stores and also to school

canteens or others.
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2.4 Product Price List

Bil Product Price

1

Karipap Kentang

RM 3 x 10 Pieces

2

Karipap Ayam

RM 4 x 10 Pieces

3

Karipap Daging

RM 4 x 10 Pieces
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4

Karipap Mee/ Pastil

RM 3 x 10 Pieces

5

Karipap Sardin

RM 3 x 10 Pieces

3.0 FACEBOOK (FB)

Facebook is the platform used to carry out this assignment. Face is a social media

application that is very popular among people around the world, so this facebook

application is used in various ways and one of them is for business. I have posted

related about Frozen Zurainah curry puff business on Facebook page and also have

shared the link to my friends to see the products and business run.

For 14 weeks I have made a post on Facebook to prepare and fulfill this assignment

rubric. I have provided a facebook link and a picture of the post as proof of the

assignment made.
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3.1 Progress and Posting
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4.0 CONCLUSION

Karipap Frozen Zurainah expectation in the next 5 years is the business is to be a

stable and strong organization in terms of management. Therefore, this Karipap

Frozen Zurainah brand will be better known to many.

Next, Karipap Frozen Zurainah also will give to anyone interested in joining this

business either become an agent . This is so because to further expand this business

and build networks everywhere and a lot.

Furthermore, if this products are successful in the market. Karipap Frozen

Zurainah plan to build own factory to further increase profits and expand this business.

This directly becomes the best way to promote and increase our sales results in the

future.

Finally, then will also be adding a variety of existing food products. As we know,

in this modern age there are various types of food variations available. As such,

Karipap Frozen Zurainah will provide a variety of existing and new foods according

to current tastes and trends.


